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1. In August 1989 I was taking a class in Southern California—and watching the news one 

evening about the progression of the tensions between Saddam Hussein and the US.   
They aired a special report that night—film footage and all—of some pest control guys 
hauling a massive snake out from under the home of a couple in Florida!   

 
-I thought maybe I wasn’t remembering it right, so I googled the story. Sure enough, it was 
true! A retired couple from Ft. Lauderdale saw the snake wrapped around a raccoon in their 
backyard, called 9-1-1 and eventually the pest control services. This python was 21 feet 
long and weighed 250 pounds!   
 
-Imagine having something like that camped out under the house you lived in, slept in, 
ate in and entertained guests in!  “It’s cool if you come over—just don’t bring your dog!”  
So, how many of you are thinking of moving to Florida now that they have an infestation of 
giant, unwanted snakes!  
 
a. Now, here’s my point and I do have one! Nursing a grudge—leaving unforgiveness, 

anger, bitterness in your heart—unresolved—is like having a snake in your basement 
that just keeps consuming and growing over time. If I’ve just grossed you out—or 
creeped you out…GOOD! You need to realize that anger and unforgiveness makes a 
nasty houseguest! And that’s why Jesus was so clear about dealing with it! 

 
b. Over the past month or so we’ve been talking about forgiveness: DECIDING TO 

FORGIVE! It’s possible that some of you have decided to just be agnostic about it.  
You’re thinking, “You know—I don’t think I can, I don’t think I want to, and I’m not 
sure it would make any difference at this juncture.” 

 
-And my challenge would be, “You’d better realize that you’ve created a 
campground, a staging area for some nasty stuff. It will feed on your life. And it won’t 
just take down the Over The Hedge garbage can bandits—it’s coming for you! You 
don’t want to put this off!   
 

c. Let me put it like this:  Learning to Forgive—is the way to really live—and to be 
happy!   

 
*Forgiveness is the key that unlocks the prison of pain we find ourselves in from the 
hurts of others.  
 
*Forgiveness is like anti-venom; it doesn’t prevent snakebite—it just keeps the poison 
from killing you!  
 
*Forgiveness is like cleaning up, stitching, and bandaging a wound; it doesn’t keep it 
from hurting and leaving a scar; it just prevents infection and gangrene. 
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-And that’s why Jesus would say something that sounds so harsh; If you will not 
forgive…you will not be forgiven! To follow Jesus is to forgive!   
 
Forgiveness is one of the best, healthiest, most life giving DECISIONS you’ll 
ever make. But you’ll never, EVER drift into it; it’s a choice—a DECISION! 
 

2. What I would like to do—is just a brief review of where we’ve been—as I’m guessing that 
some of you may just be catching up. The big, broad over-arching picture is that we were 
created in the image of God—who is a relational God—defined by love. Happiness, by 
definition, is not about the experiences we have and the things we acquire; happiness is 
being at peace in our relationships with others, with God and within. Sin fractures those 
relationships. And the only thing that heals them is giving and receiving forgiveness. 

 
The problem is God has given us amazing minds that remember almost everything—
especially pain!! And…other people remember the hurt we’ve caused them. Without the 
ability to forgive and be forgiven—we’re trapped in the pain we’ve experienced. 
   
a. When we’ve been hurt by someone, the first thing that happens is that we ruminate. 

Remember the movie, Groundhog Day? It’s like you relive the same day, the same 
experience over and over.  Play.  Pause.  Rewind.  Play.  Pause.  Rewind.  Play. 

 *Over time, one of three things will happen.  First, revenge.  “I will make you pay!  I 
don’t get mad…I get even!”   

 
 *Door #2…Stuff it!  We shove it down into the basement of our lives into a holding 

tank where all the bad stuff goes!   
 
 *Door #3:..The best option, the healing option that frees us from the pain we’re 

changed to:  Forgiveness!  God’s gift to people who hurt one another!   
 
 -By the way, Jesus doesn’t just suggest forgiveness as one option out of many. He 

tells us that we need to forgive. Forgiveness is a decision to set aside the debt of 
someone’s wrongdoing against you.   

 
b. To understand and even consider forgiveness—you need to know what it is…and 

what it isn’t! For example, Forgiveness is not letting someone back into your life to 
clobber you all over again. And it’s not letting someone who’s hurt you back into your 
heart, your business or your bed.  

 
 Forgiveness takes one. You cancel someone’s debt 
 
 Reconciliation takes two. You both agree on what happened and rebuild a 

relationship 
 
 Restoration means that everything goes back the way it was—and this is quite rare.  
 
c. Just to be clear; you can only forgive persons—not institutions. 
 
 *Also, the hurt has to be intentional, deep (not a brush burn) and personal. 
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 *When you forgive, you restore the person’s humanity as opposed to reducing 
them to what they did to you.   

 
 *To forgive means giving up your right to get even. 
 
 *When you forgive, you ultimately adjust your feelings toward them.  
 
d. Forgiveness is not: 
 
 *tolerating abuse 
 
 *forgetting what happened 
 
 *excusing someone’s wrong 
 
 *ignoring justice 
 
 *inviting more pain 
 
 You choose forgiveness so you can heal. To refuse to forgive is to be chained to   

the person who hurt you. It’s no bargain! It’s like drinking poison and waiting for 
someone else to die.  

 
3. Now, before I talk about the Devil’s Campground, I want to talk just briefly about what  

you and I need to do when we’ve been hurt. To put it simply, we need to be willing to own 
our stuff. Now, please don’t misinterpret what I’m going to say—or misapply it, okay?  

  
 -It’s possible that some of you were just victims of someone else’s hatred, lust, greed, 

racism, or meanness. You were like a bystander who got run down by a drunk. You got 
blindsided.   

 
 -But sometimes there is a part we play—particularly when it comes to relational messes.     

If you were to draw a BIG pie chart labeled, BLAME, you’d have to honestly admit that  
there is a tiny part of it—maybe only 1/2%, or 2%--or 5%--that  you are responsible for.  
Just being honest!  And if you want to start over—or move on—or have things go better 
the next time around—you have to own that! 

   
a. Now, this can be hard on your pride. See, we would all like to think that our pain 

and our problems are all someone else’s fault. That we are good people—who are 
simply victims of someone else’s bad behavior; that if we had the right boss, or 
married the right person, or had the right friends and decent siblings or amazing 
parents--we’d solve our problems. 

   
-Here’s the deal—and this is so important to see: If you won’t admit and be specific 
about your part in a relational breakdown you will smuggle your problems right 
into the future! That is…Groundhog Day! 
 

b. Having the humility and the courage to ask, “What was my part in this?” and then 
making a list of things you are responsible for is tough—but it can keep you from 
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smuggling your past and your pain into your future. You have to do this if you want 
the future to be better than the past.    

 
4. And if you want to start over with better results, you need to get rid of the snake that’s living 

under your house. That’s what forgiveness is really about. To refuse to own your part in a 
relational problem allows you to smuggle your past into your future. To refuse to forgive, to 
release the person who hurt you allows the person who hurt you, to smuggle the past 
into your future and contaminate it. 

   
 -There’s a rude, difficult question—not original with me—that I need to ask you if you’ve 

been hurt:  How far into your future to you plan to carry the angst—the anger, anxiety, 
fear, and mistrust—from your past? A month?  Six months?  Six years?  60 years?    
See, if you don’t decide to forgive, to cut yourself free—you’ll just keep carrying it—and the 
people who hurt you most will continue to influence you.   

 
a. The Discovery Channel recently aired a story on Shark Week about Paige Winters, a 

17 year old girl who was attacked by a shark while wading in waist-deep water off the 
coast of North Carolina. The shark destroyed her leg and damaged both hands—
ending up with her having to have her leg and two fingers amputated.   

 
 -What struck me about her story is her spunk—and her attitude. She said something 

like, “I can’t hate the shark; it was just doing what sharks do—I was in it’s space!”   
She actually traveled out with a biologist to help tag sharks. She’s movin’ on!  
She would say, My pain will REMIND me—but it won’t DEFINE me. 
 

b. I’ve used her as an example because, unless you saw her wounds and her 
prosthetic leg, you wouldn’t guess that this young woman has been through 
incredible trauma. And that’s the goal, really, of any person who’s been through 
pain—it’s to move beyond the things that rock your life!   

 
 -For the Paige Winter’s and others who move on, you’ll find an attitude that always 

says something like; “You know, I DECIDED…”   
 

*I decided that I wasn’t going to feed anything else to this shark.   
 
*I decided that I wasn’t going to let the person who hurt me, betrayed me, lied to 
me—have any of my future.   
 
*I decided to open the little prison cell in my mind and my heart—and release them 
into God’s hands—into God’s custody.  
 

 -Now, you can get angry and tell me that if I heard your story, I’d excuse you from 
the forgiveness thing. Here’s what I know: If you don’t move on—you will hand 
your life over to the sharks, the predators. To stay connected through anger                 
and bitterness to predators is really bad for your soul!  

 
b. Paul actually writes brilliantly about how do deal with this stuff. Even if you don’t 

believe in Jesus or the truth of what the Bible says—this fits your life! 
 “In your anger do not sin.” Do not let the sun go down while you are still 

angry, and do not give the devil a foothold.  (Ephesians 4:26-27 NIV) 
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 -You may have heard that it’s always sinful to get angry. Well, Jesus got angry      
—really angry—with the religious professionals of his day—and He was perfect.   
That’s why Paul can say here, Be angry! But Don’t sin. 

   
5. So, I want to spend some time talking about that. Most of you know what anger is; it’s an 

emotional reaction to mistreatment or pain or threat or frustration or injustice. Some things 
that should make us angry. If someone breaks their promises to you, betrays you, uses 
you, rips you off, hurts someone you love—you should be foot stompin’ mad!  

  
 -But anger is a kind of short term emotion—kinda like a powder charge intended to prompt 

you to take action. You know, fight or flight! Do something; to get away from the pain 
someone is inflicting or wants to inflict.  There is a time and a place for anger. But anger is 
intended by God to have a short shelf-life!  Bury it in your soul—and it will always cause 
problems.  Be angry.  Don’t sin.   

 
a. What this ultimately means is that the command …Do not sin means that we have a 

choice! In fact, it’s not just a choice or a decision; you and I have an obligation - a 
responsibility to deal with it.   

 
-Paul puts the principle like this: Do not let the sun go down while you are still 
angry. That’s a good rule of thumb when it comes to the intimate husband/wife, 
parent/child, close friend relationships in our lives. It’s saying, “Resolve your 
disagreements before they start to develop an abscess--a root system.”  
 
-The root system is called resentment. And when resentment goes too long             
without getting resolved, it turns to relational gangrene called bitterness.  
We recently did some work clearing the woods next to us—and I noticed all                  
these growths around the trees. I thought they were weeds.   
 
When I went to pull them, I realized that the roots from the poplar tree had spread   
all over—and grew sprouts. This one tree was trying to grow a forest. Roots of 
bitterness do not just suck the goodness from your life—they grow more trees and 
take over if you don’t deal with them!  
 
-Remember what we talked about a few weeks ago in resolving broken relationships?  
Jesus said, “When someone sins against you—you go to them…right away—take 
the initiative! This stuff does not just resolve itself! 
 

b. Now, you might be saying, “I don’t think I can resolve things before I go to bed!”         
I get that—sometimes we really need to assess the damage—and figure out what  
the damage is and what it is we are forgiving. But it is wise to ask, “So how many 
sunsets march through-- ANGRY—with this unforgiven, bitter, corrosive mess 
going on?  How much collateral damage is acceptable?  

  
c. And then Paul—brilliantly—tells us what goes on inside when we have bitterness 

and unforgiveness sloshing around in our hearts. His command, “Do not sin…     
don’t let the sun go down…is completed in his final phrase: Do not give the                     
devil a foothold. The implications of that one phrase are massive!   
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6. First, let’s talk about the word foothold. I’ve always thought about that in terms of 
mountain climbing. Webster’s dictionary defines it as:  a secure position from which 
further progress may be made. Defined like that, it could be a place deep under your 
house where a 21 foot python could rest until it comes out at night to feed on raccoons.  
Gross!   

 
-Okay, how about a place where a mountain-climber can stick his toes to push him or her 
further up the cliff to eventually conquer a mountain!  
 
a. The actual Greek word is topos—which means vicinity, place, location, region. 

And it has military overtones. Used in this context, it’s talking about a place where                     
an enemy would set up camp. They would use that stronghold to set up military 
campaigns and conquer a city or nation.   

 
b. The costliest and most strategic battle against Nazism was D Day. Simply put, 

gaining the beachhead in Normandy in a massive invasion gave the Allies a 
foothold—that is, a place where they could land supplies and troops, free people 
from the Nazi death camps and take Europe back.   

 
 -When human beings stay angry and refuse to forgive, the devillands his troops on 

that beachhead.  From that foothold, he is able to continue to take ground—until you 
and I DECIDE to forgive. That unleashes the power of Jesus to dislodge him and 
take that staging ground back!   

 
 -And you and I have the authority of God, the grace of Jesus and the power of the 

Spirit to actually do that!  But, see, the longer you and I wait, the more entrenched 
the enemy gets in our hearts.   

 
c. The word used for devil here is diabolos. It means deceiver, liar, strategist.   

His plan is to set up camp, and launch a campaign of pain in your life.  You could 
actually replace diabolos with the name of the person who’s hurt you more than 
anyone else—whether it’s an ex, your boss, your Dad.  
  
-When they show up in that staging area—and they do, you over-react, do dumb 
things, burn with anger—and THEN you have to recover! You’re renting them 
space—and a nice little eviction notice with flowers and birds on it will not dislodge 
them!  You have to DECIDE—and it takes something really powerful to blow them 
out of the topos…the foothold…the heavily fortified bunker where they store their 
weapons. 
 

7. There is a time to be angry—and then…there’s a time where you DECIDE to get rid of it.  
To turn the big guns on the staging area. To grind the foothold out of the cliff. Paul gets 
very specific on this issue.   

 
-See, he’s been talking about the unity of the Spirit. The oneness of believers. How beautiful 
and essential it is. How love and unity is the calling card of Followers of Jesus. That this 
oneness is evidence of the new kingdom of light that we’re in. This is how he wraps things 
up after his foothold or staging ground comment:    
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Do not let any unwholesome talk come out of your mouths, but only what is             
helpful for building others up according to their needs, that it may benefit those              
who listen. And do not grieve the Holy Spirit of God, with whom you were sealed               
for the day of redemption. Get rid of all bitterness, rage and anger, brawling and 
slander, along with every form of malice. Be kind and compassionate to one 
another, forgiving each other, just as in Christ God forgave you.  
(Ephesians 4:29-32 NIV) 
 
a. This impacts the language we use. Now, has anyone besides me noticed how the 

F… bomb seems to dominate the landscape in a lot of the casual communication? 
You could argue, “Well, it’s just a word!” But then, so are prayers. So are wedding 
vows.  Jesus wasn’t so casual about words; he said that words lead to judgment—
especially words of contempt!  

  
-And there’s a reason why Paul deals with unwholesome talk. It’s because words 
come from somewhere deep inside. Angry, contemptuous words come from an 
angry contemptuous heart.  Ever had someone say something really ugly and rude  
to you? Do you just forget it? No, it continues to ring down through the halls of time.  
Solomon said that a gentle answer stops wrath and anger in its tracks!”  
  
-The alternative to crude, contemptuous language—is to say things that people will 
love to remember. That is—things that will build others up! In a world of ‘tear it 
down’—the Spirit of God says, ‘Build it up!’ To do that, you have to think of what 
people need—what will benefit them—not what you feel like saying.  
   

b. And here’s a take-home thought: Anger—and all the sludge that does with it                       
—apparently grieves the Holy Spirit. Think about that for a minute. The Holy Spirit 
is provides the power to live, to change, to say NO when we need to, to make a 
difference in other’s lives, to use our gifts in ways that make a difference in the world. 

 
 -Jesus’ call on our lives is to LOVE—love God with all we are and to love others as 

ourselves. This is an expression of love and respect for God. Paul goes on to say in 
his letter to the Galatians that the fruit of the Spirit—the clearest result of HIM taking 
up residence in my life and yours—is LOVE, joy, peace, patience, kindness, 
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control. That is—all the equipment 
for living a relationally intelligent life. 
 

 -The Spirit is the one who seals us for redemption; He’s the deposit that guarantees 
that we will end well in eternity. He’s the One who joins us to others. AND—He is 
grieved, pushed away, made sad, put off by anger and all the other junk it deposits in 
our hearts. 

 
c. So Paul says, you need to GET RID of all the junk in your heart. And he lists it: 
 
 *bitterness 
 
 *rage 
 
 *anger 
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 *brawling—that is, a need to be right and a willingness to fight to the death  
for it 

 
 *slander 
 
 *every form of malice—ill-will, a need to get even, doing and saying hateful, 

mean things 
 
 -Years ago Lori and I had put an addition on our house in Markham—and we had   

this massive pile of stuff to get rid of. Well, we heard of garbage amnesty day—that 
if you put it out there in front of the house—they would haul it away. Well, we 
created Mount Amnesty in our driveway. It was huge! And I seriously wondered if 
they’d take it.   

 
-When I left for work in the morning—it was still there. When I got home—it was 
gone,gone, GONE!  I wanted to giggle and cry and sing songs of praise and write 
bad checks! Well, not the bad checks part—but you get it, right?  
 

d. Here’s what I believe the Spirit of God asks me and asks you; Why would you             
want to fill your basement with a lifetime of garbage? Why would you want                   
to tie garbage bags together—with mouldy bread, rotten chicken, old corn 
cobs—and YEARS of diapers and dirt, and hold onto it—along with all the               
rats, mice, flies, maggots and critters—and drag it with you through life when 
you could get rid of it? Why?  

 
 -How many sunsets—how far into your future—will you drag your pain and anger?  

Will it be 30 sunsets? 300 sunsets? 3000? 
 

8. The final peace that Paul uses to finish off this magnificent passage is about how to 
forgive. You can forgive—but it’s only when you decide to. You have to choose the 
alternative to living in a landfill: 

 
 Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving each other, just as in Christ 

God forgave you. (Ephesians 4: 32 NIV) 
 
 -Has anyone besides me noticed some of the rhetoric around kindness these days?        

BE SAFE…BE KIND!  Why?  Well, it’s because kindness is beautiful.  Life-giving.  
Everyone loves and admires kindness, right? And everyone hates unkindness.   

 
a. Know where kindness comes from? Clue phone—Captain Obvious moment it 

doesn’t come from the government of Canada—and it doesn’t come naturally!  
It comes from the Holy Spirit of God! And it’s organic. No genetic modification.     
It’s what He does! And it’s what He cannot do if your nasty, angry, unforgiving, bitter 
heart grieves Him away!    

 
-And the sister virtue is compassion. Compassion is exactly what Jesus referred     
to in his talk on the sheep and the goats. I was hungry and you gave me something 
to eat; I was thirsty—you gave me water, I was naked—you gave me clothes.             
I was lonely—shoved to the fringes—to the back of the bus—you gave me you.  
Unforgiveness sabotages compassion. 
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b. And as if that wasn’t convicting enough, we’re told how to forgive. It’s not this 

begrudging, “Okay, I’ll forgive, but I’m going to remind you of it regularly—and flog 
you with it when it’s convenient. Nope! Forgiving each other just as God in Christ 
forgave you! He paid for it on a cross—which gave infinite value to us—and infinite 
value to forgiveness. To forgive is the most God-like thing you will ever do.  

  
 -Want to please God?  Want to be a relationally intelligent whole person?  Want 

others to really WANT to be with you?  Want to show your world what God is like     
—and why they should want Him, love Him, respect Him—and at least listen to            
what He has to say? Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving each 
other, just as in Christ God forgave you. 
  

c. At some infinite point in eternity past, God looked ahead over the incredible mess we 
would make of his world, of our relationships, of our marriages, of our personal 
lives—and the fact that we would even hate and blame Him for it—and flip off his 
kindness and generosity. And He, in this Trinity of Goodness said: 

 
“I’m going to CHOOSE to offer forgiveness to the whole lot of them—and bring 
the whole broken mess together in way that heals everything and makes things 
better than they would’ve been if things had remained perfect.  But it will cost 
us!  And the Son said, “I’ll go!” And the Spirit said, “I’ll teach them how to love 
and forgive!”  AND IT WAS SO! 
 

9. Years ago, my son Brian and I went on a camping trip up near North Bay. It’s a gorgeous 
spot where the lake waters travel down these chutes into a deep pool where the Matawa 
River begins. On this particular trip, we had to camp in a place I wasn’t familiar with.                        
I anchored the boat at the back to make sure it didn’t drift out into the open water.   

 
 -So, we cooked breakfast on the shore, cleaned up, and then decided to head out in the 

boat to do a little trolling. So I hit the throttle—and expected to go roaring off. The engine 
responded—but the boat didn’t.  Lots of smoke and noise--not much movement. I wasn’t 
sure what was wrong, until Brian yelled, “Dad!  The anchor!” I looked back in time to see 
the prop hit the anchor—and the anchor fly up into the air—threatening to come down in  
the boat!    

 
-My moment of truth was—If you want to get anywhere, you have to lift the anchor!                 
If you don’t do that, an anchor dragging along the bottom will slow you right down!                               
It could pull the back right out of your boat! The call, Dad! The anchor! still rings in my ears!   
 
a. In this series of talks, we’ve spent a lot of time talking about the pain we suffer in life 

at the hands of others. We’ve talked about the fact that there’s only one way to cut 
yourself free from that pain. We’ve talked about the fact that Jesus was very clear  
on this issue; that we are called to forgive if, in fact, we want to be forgiven. 

 
-Jesus’ teaching is that this is not on the list of advice—you know, a good thing to 
do—like occasionally taking a shower and brushing your teeth. Paul, in the passage 
we studied makes it clear that anger is so corrosive, that if we don’t deal with it in a 
timely way, it gives a foothold to the devil and causes a lot of unnecessary pain and 
damage.  
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-Leaving anger for sunset after sunset after sunset is like having a 21 foot python 
living under your house—coming out at night to feed!  Paul ways, You need to deal 
with it! You need to get rid of it, and then let compassion and tenderheartedness 
replace it 
. 
-And Paul says, “You know how God sought you out, chose to forgive you at the cost 
of his Son, took your sin as far from you as the east is from the west, dumped it in the 
depths of the sea? Do that!   
 

b. You may be thinking this morning, Whoa, whoa, WHOA! That’s too much!                   
They don’t deserve it! I didn’t do anything to them—and they messed my life!  
They stole years from me! I can’t do that! I hate and resent them too much!  

  
-God’s question—and my question is—Do you want to be free!?  See, that 
grudge—or whatever you want to call it—is dragging behind your life. And over time, 
it will collect more and more junk—and you’ll spend a lot of energy getting anywhere!  
For your sake, for the sake of your future—Let it go! It’s no prize. And until you deal 
with it—you’re stuck. Spiritually and emotionally.   
 

c. If you want to be free—free to be the person God has called to be, free to love,      
free to be at peace, free to trust and to be happy again—you have to decide.                    
You have to decide that you’ve wasted enough of your one and only life in pain and 
anger…stuck. Stalled out! You have to decide that life is too short to let the person 
who hurt you most steal more of it. 

 
 -Jesus says, FORGIVE! I died on a cross so you could be forgiven! Following 

Me—is the path of forgiveness! You may be thinking, “I don’t think I’m ready to do 
that.  Maybe some day!   

 
So.  When?  How many more sunsets? How far into your future will you carry this 
grudge? How many more times will the sun set over the devil’s campground?  
How many more days will the Spirit be grieved? How much does the snake 
under your house have to consume?   

 


